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Abstract
Recently much eﬀort has been spent on providing a shared address space abstraction on clusters of small–scale symmetric multiprocessors.
However, advances in technology will soon make it possible to construct these clusters with larger–scale cc-NUMA nodes, connected with
non-coherent networks that oﬀer latencies and bandwidth comparable to interconnection networks used in hardware cache–coherent systems.
The shared memory abstraction can be provided on these systems in software across nodes and hardware within nodes.
Recent simulation results have demonstrated that certain features of modern system area networks can be used to greatly reduce shared
virtual memory (SVM) overheads [19], [5]. In this work we leverage these results and we use detailed system emulation to investigate building
future software shared memory clusters. We use an existing, large–scale hardware cache–coherent system with 64 processors to emulate a
complete future cluster. We port our existing infrastructure (communication layer and shared memory protocol) on this system and study
the behavior of a set of real applications. We present results for both 32- and 64-processor system conﬁgurations.
We ﬁnd that: (i) System emulation is invaluable in quantifying potential beneﬁts from changes in the technology of commodity components. More importantly, it reveals potential problems in future systems that are easily overlooked in simulation studies. Thus, system
emulation should be used along with other modeling techniques (e.g. simulation, implementation) to investigate future trends. (ii) Our work
shows that current SVM protocols can only partially take advantage of faster interconnects and wider nodes due to operating system and
architectural implications. We quantify the related issues and identify the areas where more research is required for future SVM clusters.

I. Introduction
Recently, there has been a lot of work on providing a software a shared address space abstraction on clusters of
commodity workstations interconnected with low-latency, high-bandwidth system area networks (SANs) [12], [18], [19],
[29], [3], [9], [25], [24], [27], [4], [15]. The motivation for these eﬀorts is two-fold: (i) System area network (SAN)
clusters have a number of appealing features: They follow technology curves well, they exhibit shorter design cycles,
and they incur substantially lower costs than more tightly-coupled architectures. Furthermore, they can beneﬁt from
heterogeneity and there is potential for providing highly-available systems since component replication is not as costly
as in other architectures. (ii) The success of the shared address space abstraction: Previous work [21], [1], [11] has shown
that a shared address space can be provided eﬃciently on tightly-coupled hardware DSM systems up to the 128 processor
scale. Developers have been writing new software for the shared address space abstraction and legacy applications are
being ported to the same abstraction. Finally, most vendors are designing hardware cache-coherent machines, targeting
both scientiﬁc as well as commercial applications.
Traditionally, shared virtual memory (SVM) clusters have been built using small-scale symmetric multiprocessors
(SMPs) that follow a uniform memory access (UMA) architecture. The SAN interconnection networks used are faster
than LANs and employ user-level communication that eliminates many of the overheads associated with the operating
system and data copying. With current advances in technology it will soon be possible to construct commodity shared
address space clusters out of larger–scale nodes connected with non-coherent networks that oﬀer latencies and bandwidth
comparable to interconnection networks used in hardware cache–coherent systems today. Nodes in these systems will be
wider than today’s SMPs, employing between 8 and 32 processors. At the same time, the performance characteristics
of system area networks are improving. There are already SANs available that oﬀer bandwidth comparable to that
of the memory bus on today’s commodity SMPs and end-to-end latencies in the order of a few microseconds [7], [14],
[10]. These networks are getting closer to providing performance comparable to most tightly coupled interconnection
networks that have been used in hardware cc-NUMA systems.
Although technology is changing, little is known today about how it will aﬀect future SVM clusters or how it can be
used to best improve overall system performance. In this direction, recent work [19], [5] has used system simulation to
investigate future trends. These studies ﬁnd that support for general purpose operations in the network interface, such
as remote fetch and synchronization, can be used to reduce protocol overheads.
Our work leverages these results and provides more accurate answers to a number of questions by using detailed
system emulation: (i) To what degree will future shared memory clusters beneﬁt from using interconnection networks
that oﬀer about one order of magnitude better latencies and bandwidth than todays SANs? Are protocol costs the
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dominating factor, or can faster interconnection networks improve system performance? If yes, what is the achievable
improvement? (ii) How does the use of wider, potentially cc-NUMA, nodes aﬀect system performance? Can existing
protocols be used in these systems, or is it necessary to adjust them to new system characteristics? How can SVM
protocols best take advantage of the new architecture? (iii) What are the remaining system bottlenecks and what are
the areas where further research and improvements are necessary?
To investigate these issues we build extensive emulation infrastructure. We use an existing, large–scale hardware
cache–coherent system, an SGI Origin2000, to emulate future clusters. We port an existing, low–level communication
layer and a shared virtual memory protocol on this system and study the behavior of a set of real applications. This
communication layer, Virtual Memory-Mapped Communication (VMMC), provides near-hardware performance in exchanging messages [8]. We use VMMC to partition the system in a set of cc-NUMA nodes that communicate with
message passing. On top of VMMC we provide an SVM layer that provides a shared address space abstraction across
nodes. The protocol we use, GeNIMA, has been demonstrated to perform and scale well for a wide range of applications on a real cluster with 64 processors [4]. GeNIMA is already tuned for current state-of-the art SAN clusters and
takes advantage of network interface support to eliminate asynchronous protocol processing and interrupts. We present
results for conﬁgurations of 64-processors, which is (to our knowledge) the largest conﬁguration used for software shared
memory.
Our approach has a number of advantages. It eliminates the need for simulation and allows direct execution of the same
code used on the SAN cluster on top of the emulated communication layer. Using simulation, although advantageous in
some cases, tends to overlook important system limitations that may shift bottlenecks to system components that are
not modeled in detail. Using emulation on top of an existing, commercial multiprocessor results in a more precise model
for future clusters: It uses commercial components that will most likely be used in future nodes and a commercial, oﬀthe-shelf operating system. In fact, using a real, commercial OS reveals a number of issues usually hidden in simulation
studies and/or custom built systems. Moreover, we use an SVM protocol and communication layer that run on a Myrinet
cluster and have been designed and tuned for low-latency, high-bandwidth SANs.
Our high level conclusions are: (i) System emulation is invaluable in quantifying future trends. Most importantly,
however, it makes it diﬃcult to ignore issues that may aﬀect future systems and are inadvertently overlooked in simulation
studies. (ii) Although, SVM protocols are able to take advantage of the faster interconnection network and reduce data
wait time signiﬁcantly, overall improvements are limited. Data wait time in many applications is reduced to less than
15% of the total execution time. With slight restructuring, the parallel speedup of FFT increases from 6 (on an existing
cluster) to 23 (on the Origin2000) with 32 processors, and to 26 with 64 processors. However, barrier costs do not scale
well to the 64–processor level for some applications for the problem sizes we examine. Moreover, using wide (8– and
16–processor) cc-NUMA nodes has an impact on intra-node synchronization and data placement. Most importantly,
the NUMA features of the nodes result in imbalances and the increased number of processes per node results in higher
page invalidation (mprotect) costs. Existing SVM protocols need to be adjusted to address these issues.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II presents the hardware platforms we use for this work. Section III
presents our emulation infrastructure and our protocol extensions. Sections IV and V present our results. Section VI
presents related work. Finally, Section VII discusses the use of emulation as a modeling method and Section VIII draws
overall conclusions.
II. Hardware platform
The base system used in this study is an SGI Origin 2000 [20], containing sixty-four 300MHz R12000 processors and
running Cellular IRIX 6.5.7f. The 64 processors are distributed in 32 nodes, each with 512 MBytes of main memory, for
a total of 16 GBytes of system memory. The nodes are assembled in a full hypercube topology with ﬁxed-path routing.
Each processor has separate 32 KByte instruction and data caches and a 4 MByte uniﬁed 2-way set associative secondlevel cache. The main memory is organized into pages of 16 KBytes. The memory buses support a peak bandwidth of
780 MBytes/s for both local and remote memory accesses.
To place our results in context, we also present results from an actual, 64–processor cluster (16 Quads) that has been
built [15]. A direct comparison of the two platforms is not possible due to the large number of diﬀerences between
the two systems. Our intention is to use the actual cluster statistics as a reference point for what today’s systems can
achieve.
Each node in the cluster is an Intel PentiumPro Quad SMP, containing four 200 MHz processors, a shared snoopingcoherent bus, and 512 MBytes of main memory. Each processor has separate 8 KByte instruction and data caches and a
512 KByte uniﬁed 4-way set associative second level cache. The main memory is organized into pages of 4 KBytes. The
operating system is WindowsNT 4.0. Each SMP node connects to a Myrinet [7] system area network interface (NI) via
a PCI bus. The 16 Myrinet NIs are connected together via a single 16-way Myrinet crossbar switch, thus minimizing
contention in the interconnect. Each NI has a 33 MHz programmable processor and connects the node to the network
with two unidirectional links of 160 MByte/s peak bandwidth each. Actual node-to-network bandwidth is constrained
by the PCI bus (133 MBytes/s) on which the NI sits.
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III. Emulation infrastructure
Supporting a programming model gives rise to a layered communication architecture that is shown in Figure 1. The
lowest layer is the communication layer, which consists of the communication hardware and the low level communication
library that provide basic messaging facilities. Next is the protocol layer that provides the programming model to the
parallel application programmer. Finally, above the programming model or protocol layer runs the application itself.

Application Layer
Protocol/Programming Model Layer
Communication Layer
Communication Library
Interconnection Hardware
(Node, Network Interface, Network)
Fig. 1. The layers that eﬀect the end application performance in software shared memory systems.

To emulate a cluster on top of an SGI Origin2000 we provide this layered architecture. We implement a user-level
communication layer that has been designed for low-latency, high-bandwidth cluster interconnection networks. We
then port on this communication layer an existing SVM protocol that has been optimized for clusters with low-latency
interconnection networks. At the highest level we use the SPLASH-2 applications. The application versions we use
include optimizations [17] for SVM systems. These optimizations are also useful for large scale hardware DSM systems.
In the next few sections we describe our experimental platform in a bottom–up fashion.
A. Communication Layer
The communication layer we use in this system is Virtual Memory Mapped Communication (VMMC) [8]. VMMC
provides protected, reliable, low-latency, high-bandwidth user-level communication. The key feature of VMMC that
we use is the remote deposit capability. The sender can directly deposit data into exported regions of the receiver’s
memory, without process (or processor) intervention on the receiving side. The communication layer has been extended
to support a remote fetch operation and system-wide network locks in the network interface without involving remote
processors, as described in [4]. It is important to note that these features are very general and can be used beyond SVM
protocols.
We implement VMMC on the Origin2000 (VMMC-O2000) providing a message passing layer on top of the hardware
cache-coherent interconnection network. VMMC-O2000 provides higher layers with the abstraction of variable-size,
cache-coherent, cc-NUMA nodes connected with a non-coherent interconnect and the ability to place thread and memory
resources within each node. VMMC-O2000 diﬀers from the the original, Myrinet implementation [8] in many ways:
The original implementation of VMMC makes use of the DMA features of the Myrinet NIs: data are moved transparently between the network and local memory without the need for intervention by the local processors. The Origin2000’s
Block Transfer Engine oﬀers similar, DMA–like services but user-level applications do not have access to this functionality. VMMC-O2000 instead uses programmed I/O (PIO) to transfer data between the emulated nodes. PIO operations
are performed using the bcopy(3C) C library call. Local and remote buﬀers are placed on Unix shared memory regions
and are visible to both the sender and the receiver.
Asynchronous send and receive operations are not implemented in VMMC-O2000. Asynchronous transmission on the
cluster was managed by the dedicated processor on the Myrinet NI; the Origin oﬀers no such dedicated unit. Although
similar possibilities do exist—for instance using one of the two processors in each node as a communication processor—
these are beyond the scope of this work and we do not explore them here. Asynchronous operations in the SVM protocol
are replaced with synchronous ones.
VMMC-O2000 inter-node locks are implemented as ticket-based locks. Each node is the owner of a subset of the
system–wide locks. At the implementation level, locks owned by one node are made available to other nodes by way of
Unix shared–memory regions.
Since nodes within the Origin system are distributed cc-NUMA nodes, they do not exhibit the symmetry found in the
SMP nodes that have been used so far in software shared memory systems. For this reason, we extend VMMC-O2000 to
provide an interface for distributing threads and global memory within each cluster node. Compute threads are pinned
to speciﬁc processors in each node. Also, global memory is placed across memory modules in the same node either in
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a round-robin fashion (default) or explicitly by the user. This performance diﬀerence from what today’s systems can
achieve, allows us to look into many aspects of future SVM clusters.
Table I shows measurements for the basic operations of both VMMC and VMMC-O2000. We see that basic data
movement operations are faster by about one order of magnitude in VMMC-O2000. Notiﬁcations are asynchronous
interrupts issued by VMMC to the user process on message arrival, if the user process chooses to enable them. Notiﬁcation
cost is about the same, but is not important in this context, as GeNIMA does not use interrupts [4]. The cost for remote
lock operations are signiﬁcantly reduced under VMMC-O2000.
VMMC Operation
1-word send (one-way lat)
1-word fetch (round-trip lat)
4 KByte send (one-way lat)
4 KByte fetch (round-trip lat)
Maximum ping-pong bandwidth
Maximum fetch bandwidth
Notiﬁcation
Remote lock acquire
Local lock acquire
Remote lock release

SAN Cluster
14µs
31µs
46µs
105µs
96 MBy/s
95 MBy/s
42µs
53.8µs
12.7µs
7.4µs

Origin2000
0.11µs
0.61µs
7µs
8µs
555 MBy/s
578 MBy/s
47µs
8µs
7µs
7µs

TABLE I
Basic VMMC costs. All send and fetch operations are assumed to be synchronous, unless explicitly stated otherwise. These
costs do not include contention in any part of the system.

Overall, VMMC-O2000 provides the illusion of a clustered system on top of the hardware cache-coherent Origin 2000.
The system can be partitioned to any number of nodes, with each node having any number of processors. Communication
within nodes is done using the hardware–coherent interconnect of the Origin without any VMMC-O2000 involvement.
For instance, an 8-processor node consists of 4 Origin 2000 nodes, each with 2 processors that communicate using the
hardware–coherent interconnect. Communication across nodes is performed by GeNIMA using explicit VMMC-O2000
operations that access remote memory. Next, we provide a brief introduction to the GeNIMA protocol and describe our
extensions.
B. Protocol Layer
GeNIMA uses general-purpose network interface support to signiﬁcantly improve protocol overheads and narrow the
gap between SVM clusters and hardware DSM systems up to the 16-processor scale. The version of the protocol we
use here is the one presented in [15] with certain protocol-level optimizations to enhance performance and memory
scalability.
For the purpose of this work, we port GeNIMA on the Origin2000 (GeNIMA-O2000), on top of VMMC-O2000. The
same protocol code runs on both WindowsNT and IRIX. This involved modifying three parts of the system: (i) thread
creation, (ii) memory allocation and (iii) page fault handling. Otherwise, the core protocol code is exactly the same on
both platforms. Additionally, GeNIMA was extended to support a 64-bit address space.
A number of architectural diﬀerences arise as a result of faster communication, the cc-NUMA nodes, and contention
due to wider nodes. To address these issues we extend and optimize GeNIMA-O2000 as follows:
B.1 Page invalidation (mprotect) operations
GeNIMA uses mprotect calls to change the protection of pages and invalidate local copies of stale data. mprotect is a
system call that allows user processes to change information in the process page table. Since mprotect is a system call,
it requires entering the kernel and can be expensive. Moreover, mprotect calls require invalidating TLBs of processors
within each virtual node, and thus the cost is aﬀected by the system architecture. More information on the cost of
mprotects will be presented in Section V. GeNIMA tries to minimize the number of mprotects by coalescing consecutive
pages to a single region and changing its protection with a single call.
B.2 Data prefetching
We enhance data sharing performance by adding page prefetching to the page fault handler. When a process needs
to fetch a new shared page, the subsequent N pages are also read into local memory. Empirically, we determined that
N=4 oﬀers the best prefetching performance on GeNIMA-O2000. Ideally, this approach can reduce both the number of
mprotect() calls and the number of page protection faults by increasing demands on network bandwidth. The average
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cost of an mprotect call and the overhead of a page fault on the Origin2000 are relatively high: ≈150µs and ≈37µs,
respectively). Thus, prefetching not only takes advantage of the extra bandwidth in the system, but alleviates these
costs as well. The actual prefetch savings are dependent on the applications’ particular access pattern. In order to
determine when prefetching is useful, “false” prefetches are tracked in a history buﬀer. A prefetch is marked as “false”
when the additional pages that were fetched are not used. If a page has initiated a “false” prefetch in the past, the
protocol determines that the current data access pattern is suﬃciently non-sequential and disables prefetching for this
page the next time it is needed.
B.3 Barrier synchronization
We enhance barriers in two ways. The ﬁrst change involves serializing large sections of the barrier code, while the
second involves a more eﬃcient ordering of the work to be performed.
This ﬁrst change is surprisingly counter-intuitive. In the original GeNIMA implementation (GeNIMA-Myrinet) all
processes within a node cooperate to perform the tasks of processing incoming diﬀs and updating the protection of the
shared pages. One process in each node is selected as the barrier leader, while the others are designated as followers;
the followers assist the leader by performing much of the barrier processing in parallel. GeNIMA-O2000 was changed to
prohibit the followers from assisting in the processing — resulting in a complete serialization of the barrier-related work
in each node. This approach eliminates concurrent mprotects by processes in the same address space; this is signiﬁcant
for large nodes, as the cost of a single mprotect call roughly doubles for each additional processor issuing simultaneous
requests (Figure 3). This approach is speciﬁc to GeNIMA-O2000, but is important for systems that will employ wide
compute nodes.
The second change introduces an ordering step prior to the processing of the page invalidations. We use the quick-sort
C library function to order the updates by page number; groups of consecutive pages are then serviced together and the
entire block is updated with a single mprotect.
B.4 Intra-node lock synchronization
The original GeNIMA protocol uses the test-and-set algorithm to implement intra-node locks. Although this approach
works well for systems with small–scale SMP nodes, it is not adequate for systems with larger–scale, cc-NUMA nodes
and leads to poor caching performance and increased inter-node traﬃc in GeNIMA-O2000. We have experimented with
a number of lock implementations. Overall, ticket–based locks turn out to be the most eﬃcient. For this reason we
replace these locks with a variant of the ticket-based locking algorithm that generates far less invalidation traﬃc and
oﬀers FIFO servicing of lock requests to avoid potential starvation.
C. Applications Layer
We use the SPLASH-2 [26], [16] application suite. A detailed classiﬁcation and description of the application behavior
for SVM systems with uniprocessor nodes is provided in [13]. 64-bit addressing and operating system limitations related
to shared memory segments prevent some of the benchmarks from running at speciﬁc system conﬁgurations. We indicate
these conﬁgurations in our results with ‘N/A’ entries. Also, we are currently trying to address some of these issues by
adapting applications to 64-bit addressing and modifying GeNIMA-O2000 to deal with OS-imposed shared memory
segment restrictions. The applications we use are:
Regular Applications: The applications in this category are FFT [2] and LU [26]. Their common characteristic is
that they are optimized to be single-writer applications; a given word of data is written only by the processor to which
it is assigned. Given appropriate data structures they are single-writer at page granularity as well, and pages can be
allocated among nodes such that writes to shared data are almost all local. The applications have diﬀerent inherent and
induced communication patterns [26], [13], which aﬀect their performance and the impact on SMP nodes.
Irregular Applications: The irregular applications in our suite are Radix [6], Volrend [22], WaterSpatial [26] and SampleSort [26]. Irregular applications exhibit more challenging data access patters for shared memory systems. Moreover,
this may result in false sharing depending on the level of sharing granularity.
In this work we use both original versions of SPLASH-2 applications [26] and versions that have been restructured
to improve their performance on SVM systems [16]. The same restructurings are found to be very important on
large-scale hardware-coherent machines [17], so they are not speciﬁc to SVM. FFT and LU are the original SPLASH2 applications. These versions of the applications are already optimized to use good partitioning schemes and data
structures, both major and minor, for both hardware coherence and release consistent SVM. Radix, SampleSort, Volrend
are the restructured applications from [16]. The version of WaterSpatial we use (WaterF) is the restructured version
from [15]. The restructurings for these applications are not intrusive and try to improve data assignment, make remote
accesses less scattered, or eliminate unnecessary synchronization.
Furthermore, in this work we restructure FFT (FFTst) to stagger the transpose phase among processors within each
node. This allows FFT to take advantage of the additional bandwidth available in the system. Since FFTst outperforms
the original version, we only present results for this optimized version.
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Fig. 2. Execution time breakdowns for each application. The uppermost graph provides breakdowns for a 32-processor system; the lower
graph provides breakdowns for a 64-processor system. The left bar in each graph refers to GeNIMA-Myrinet, whereas the right bar refers
to the GeNIMA-Origin2000. (FFT is the original version under GeNIMA-Myrinet and the staggered version under GeNIMA-O2000.)

IV. Impact of Fast Interconnection Networks
In this Section we discuss the impact of faster interconnection networks on the performance of shared virtual memory.
We use system conﬁgurations with 4 processors per node for two reasons: (i) most of the work so far with SVM on
clusters has used Quad SMP nodes, and (ii) we would like to place our results in context and be able to loosely relate
the achievable improvements to today’s systems and in particular, a previously-constructed Myrinet–based cluster [15].
In the next few paragraphs we analyze the impact of using a faster communication layer on SVM performance.
Figure 2 presents execution time breakdowns for each application for GeNIMA-Myrinet and GeNIMA-O2000 for 32–
and 64–processors. We divide execution time into compute, data wait, lock synchronization, and barrier synchronization
time. Our goal is to investigate the impact of faster networks on future systems. Although the two platforms we use in
this work cannot be compared directly due to a number of diﬀerences in the micro-processor and memory architectures
they use, they oﬀer invaluable insight into the needs of future clusters. Also, to ease the comparison and make it easier
to identify the impact of the network architecture, we convert overheads and protocol costs in percentages of execution
time and we use those in our investigation as opposed to absolute numbers.
A. Remote data wait
Remote data wait time is greatly improved in GeNIMA-O2000. This is partly due to the higher-speed communication layer and partly due to our protocol–level optimizations that take advantage of the lower latency and the higher
bandwidth. More speciﬁcally:
FFTst beneﬁts substantially from the faster network and our optimizations. By staggering the transpose phase of the
original FFT we are able to take advantage of the additional bandwidth available in GeNIMA–O2000. The result is an
impressive speedup of 23.8, compared to 6.9 for FFT with GeNIMA-Myrinet.
ssort produces a relatively regular pattern of data accesses and beneﬁts most from the faster data transfer times,
prefetching and the merging of mprotect calls: comparing its performance under GeNIMA-O2000 with GeNIMA-Myrinet,
ssort generates 72% fewer page faults and the faster communication layer reduces the average service time per fault by
about 65%. In absolute numbers, this represents an 80% reduction in data wait time, relative to the cluster.
radixL has a fairly high misprediction rate in prefetching, and achieves only a 30% reduction in page faults compared
to the version of GeNIMA that does not use prefetching. Average service time per fault is increased by 30% compared
to GeNIMA-Myrinet. This represents a 10% reduction in data wait costs, relative to the cluster. With prefetching
disabled, radixL’s data sharing overhead is reduced by 38% in GeNIMA-O2000.
LU exhibits a signiﬁcant improvement in data wait time. The faster communication layer reduces the average page
fault service time by 75% in GeNIMA-O2000 over GeNIMA-Myrinet. LU beneﬁts very little from prefetching and
exhibits only a 20% reduction in its total number page faults. Despite these improvements, data wait time in LU is a
small component of the overall execution time, so the overall impact is negligible. Similarly, in volrend data wait time
is reduced from 3.3% on GeNIMA-Myrinet to 2.6% on GeNIMA-O2000.
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In waterF, data wait time increases from 24% of total execution time to 28%. This is due to the greatly reduced
compute time in GeNIMA-O2000 as a result of the larger caches on the Origin2000. Page fetch times, however, are
typically reduced by a factor of 4 or 5 over that of the cluster.
Overall, the faster communication layer and our optimizations provide signiﬁcantly improved data wait performance.
The direct remote read/write operations in GeNIMA eliminate protocol processing at the receive side (the page home)
and make it easier for protocol performance to track improvements in interconnection network speed. In the majority
of the applications data–wait time is reduced to at most 20% of the total execution time. Also, although a direct
comparison is not possible, data wait time is substantially improved compared to the SAN cluster. Applications where
prefetching is eﬀective receive an additional beneﬁt in reduced page-fault interrupt costs: anywhere from 30% to 80%
of the total page faults are typically eliminated in prefetching, with the reduction in page faults resulting in a savings
of 15% to 20% in total execution time on GeNIMA-O2000.
B. Barrier Synchronization
Our extensions to barrier synchronization result in moderate beneﬁts when coupled with the faster interconnection
network. Reduced latency and higher bandwidth in GeNIMA-O2000 result in faster synchronization at the start of
barriers and reduced communication overheads. However, in some applications barrier costs do not scale well in GeNIMAO2000 (as in GeNIMA-Myrinet) due to intra– and inter–node imbalances, as explained below. We can divide applications
into three categories according to the amount of computational imbalance and their patterns of remote data access.
The barrier performance for applications that exhibit balanced computation and regular data access patters improves
signiﬁcantly as a percentage of the execution time compared to the cluster. FFTst demonstrates barrier costs 80% less
expensive than those reported on the cluster. Similarly, ssort executes with one-third the barrier cost.
Applications that exhibit either small imbalances or irregular data access patterns incur low barrier synchronization
costs (as measured in the time per barrier call). In this category fall LU, radixL, and waterF. However, barrier costs
scale poorly due to the large number of mprotects, the increased average cost of mprotects in GeNIMA-O2000 and the
increased wait time at larger processor counts (Figure 2). radixL best demonstrates this eﬀect. It performs well at the
32-processor level, achieving a 50% reduction in barrier costs compared to the Myrinet cluster. With 64 processors,
however, each processor is responsible for less of the total workload, and more data must be acquired from remote nodes;
the resulting mprotect calls in the barrier releases increase the barrier cost to 1.7 times the cost observed on the cluster.
Simultaneously, the average mprotect cost in radixL increases from 152.9µs to 325.8µs.
The ﬁnal category of applications exhibit higher computational imbalances. This category includes waterF and
Volrend. Although they exhibit reasonable barrier synchronization costs at lower processor counts (Figure 2), barrier
costs do not scale at all at the 64-processor scale and the faster communication layer does not provide any beneﬁt. More
speciﬁcally, volrend achieves a 33% reduction in barrier costs at the 32-processor scale (Figure 2), however barrier time
then increases to more than 50% of the total execution time at the 64-processor scale (Figure 2).
In summary, with the faster communication layer and our barrier–related optimizations most of the applications
exhibit moderately improved barrier synchronization performance. Protocol costs are the main overhead and faster
interconnects are unlikely to beneﬁt barrier costs in future clusters, unless they are accompanied by protocol, application,
and/or operating system changes to improve mprotect costs. The barrier cost on GeNIMA-O2000 for most applications
is less than 30% of the total execution time. With 64 processors, the barrier cost does not scale well with the problem
sizes we use here. Although increasing the problem size may alleviate these eﬀects, it is still important to understand
how future technologies may impact protocol design. Furthermore, future work should address the impact of problem
size on the scalability of these overheads.
C. Lock Synchronization
Lock synchronization costs are generally aﬀected by the cost of invalidating pages and the resulting dilation of the
critical sections. For this reason, although lock acquires and releases have lower overheads in GeNIMA-O2000 (as shown
in Table I), the higher mprotect costs dominate (Tables III, IV). Applications that rely heavily on lock synchronization
such as radixL exhibit higher lock costs with GeNIMA-O2000. The locking characteristics of radixL, however, diﬀer
considerably between GeNIMA-Myrinet and the GeNIMA-O2000. Between 93% and 97% of its locks are obtained locally
on GeNIMA-Myrinet, leading to lower overall lock times. Under GeNIMA-O2000, however, over 70% of its locks are
remote acquires. This change is due to radixL’s small critical regions (several dozen loads and stores) and the larger
locking overheads (under contention) on GeNIMA-O2000: more time is spent acquiring and releasing the locks than is
actually spent inside the critical region. The result is that the application spends a comparatively small percentage of
its time inside the critical region, thus reducing the likelihood that acquires are issued while the lock is still local.
This suggests that developing techniques to limit the eﬀect of mprotect cost on lock synchronization is critical for
further reductions in lock synchronization overheads. Also, systems that provide more balanced mprotect costs would
be able to take advantage of faster support for lock synchronization in the communication layer than what can currently
be achieved in SANs.
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FFTst
LU
radixL
ssort
volrend
waterF

32 Proc (8x4)
GeNIMA-O2000
23.8
N/A
1.9
6.7
17.8
9.2

64 Proc (16x4)
GeNIMA-O2000
26.6
32.9
1.0
N/A
23.1
14.5

TABLE II
Parallel speedup of benchmarks running under GeNIMA-O2000.

FFTst
LU
radixL
ssort
volrend
waterF

Data Time
Myrinet O2000
33.9% 18.3%
N/A
N/A
29.9% 22.8%
N/A
N/A
1.1%
1.9%
20.6% 27.2%

Barrier
Myrinet
18.9%
N/A
30.9%
N/A
16.1%
16.7%

Time
O2000
17.9%
N/A
28.9%
N/A
37.2%
16.7%

Lock Time
Myrinet O2000
–
–
–
–
3.5% 17.0%
–
–
–
–
0.1%
0.2%

mprotect Time
Myrinet O2000
15.0%
6.1%
N/A
N/A
16.7%
6.2%
N/A
N/A
0.5%
2.5%
14.6% 11.1%

diﬀ Time
Myrinet O2000
0.1%
0.6%
N/A
N/A
18.4% 10.3%
N/A
N/A
0.3%
2.5%
0.2%
0.7%

TABLE III
Performance of GeNIMA on the SAN Cluster (Myrinet) and on the emulated system (O2000). The results are for
32-processor systems (8 nodes, 4 processors/node). Percentages indicate percent of total execution time.

D. Summary
Table II presents speedups and individual statistics for the applications run on GeNIMA-O2000. FFT is bandwidth–
limited on the cluster; by modifying the original application to stagger the transpose phase, the speedup of FFTst is
quadrupled with an impressive 23.8 on the 32-processor system. Similarly, LU performs well on both the 32– and the
64–processor conﬁgurations. volrend and waterF perform well at the 32–processor scale and, although they exhibit
reasonable performance at the 64–processor scale, they do not scale as well. Finally, radixL and ssort exhibit low
speedups. However, these applications do not currently scale well even on hardware cache-coherent systems [17].
Overall, the faster communication layer has a signiﬁcant impact on data wait time and a smaller impact on synchronization time. Improvements in protocol data wait costs follow improvements in network speed, whereas improving
synchronization requires further protocol and/or application work. Given a faster communication layer, the most important remaining protocol overhead is the cost of mprotect calls (Tables III, IV). The communication improvements
and our protocol optimizations make communication-related costs less signiﬁcant than on existing systems. In addition,
it is important to note that diﬀ costs are very small in GeNIMA-O2000, typically less than 1% and no more than 5%
of the total execution time.
V. Impact of Wide, CC-NUMA Nodes
Software shared memory clusters have been traditionally built with small-scale SMP nodes that exhibit uniform memory access latencies from all processors in the node. As commodity systems of 8 to 16 processors become commercially
available it becomes important to examine the impact of these wider nodes on system performance. Moreover, as processor speeds increase and transistor feature size is reduced, to cope with the increased pressure on the intra–node system
interconnect, these systems may employ cc-NUMA architectures, especially at the 16–processor scale and upward. In
this section we attempt to answer the question of future performance on these systems by demonstrating the performance
of GeNIMA-O2000 on wide (8- and 16-processor) cc-NUMA nodes. Table V summarizes the parallel speedups for the
4-, 8- and 16-processor conﬁgurations. Table VI shows the major protocol costs as percentage of the total execution
time at the 64–processor scale.
A. Local Data Placement
The NUMA eﬀects of the nodes in GeNIMA-O2000 are negligible up to the 4-processor level. All processors in each
node exhibit the same local memory access overheads during execution, as shown by the balanced compute time in
Figure 4. However, as wider nodes are introduced, processors in each node exhibit highly imbalanced compute times.
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FFTst
LU
radixL
ssort
volrend
waterF

Data Time
Myrinet O2000
42.2% 35.1%
6.7%
3.2%
35.8% 14.7%
16.1%
4.1%
3.3%
2.6%
26.5% 28.4%

Barrier
Myrinet
17.1%
20.5%
40.8%
63.8%
27.3%
18.3%

Time
O2000
22.4%
34.8%
32.3%
38.9%
56.1%
23.7%

Lock Time
Myrinet O2000
–
–
–
–
11.5% 35.2%
–
–
–
–
0.3%
1.0%

mprotect
Myrinet
6.8%
1.3%
7.1%
14.4%
1.1%
10.6%

Time
O2000
6.6%
1.4%
10.2%
2.1%
7.0%
11.2%

diﬀ Time
Myrinet O2000
0.4%
0.2%
0.0%
0.3%
14.7%
4.4%
12.8%
0.3%
0.7%
0.8%
0.7%
0.8%

TABLE IV
Performance of GeNIMA on the SAN Cluster (Myrinet) and on the emulated system (O2000). The results are for for
64-processor systems (16 nodes, 4 processors/node). Percentages indicate percent of total execution time.
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Fig. 3. Average mprotect cost for both upgrading and downgrading single pages. Threads in this experiment are competing with each other;
although they mprotect diﬀerent pages, they belong to the same share group. This results in TLB invalidations for all processes, as well
as contention in kernel data structures.

Figure 5 shows results for FFTst on GeNIMA-O2000 with 8- and 16-processor nodes. Despite the constant problem
size and workload distribution, certain processors in the wider nodes are able to complete their local computations over
three times faster than others. Besides FFTst, waterF exhibits a similar behavior. This eﬀect is not as pronounced in
LU, radixL, and volrend.
To explain this behavior we need to examine what happens when pages are fetched from remote nodes. Certain
processors in each node fetch more shared pages than others. Due to the programmed I/O method used to fetch pages
in VMMC-Origin, new pages are placed in the cache of the processor that performs the fetch operations. Thus, due
to the NUMA node architecture, processors in each node exhibit varying local memory overheads depending on the
page fetch patterns. An examination of data access patterns for Figures 5 and 7 show that in FFTst processors with
the lowest execution times also perform the highest number of remote data fetches. The processor that ﬁrst fetches
each page places data in its second–level cache, resulting in higher local memory access overheads for the rest of the
processors in the same GeNIMA-O2000 node.
Modifying FFTst, such that processors in each node compete less for fetching pages, results in better balanced page
fetches (Figure 7). Although this reduces imbalances and improves average compute time from 45% to 60% of total
execution time (Figure 6), processors in each node still exhibit varying memory overheads.
Generally, applications that exhibit signiﬁcant intra–node sharing of global data that are fetched from remote nodes,
such as FFTst and waterF, incur highly imbalanced compute times. On the other hand, applications that either exhibit
little intra–node sharing of global data, and/or have low data wait overheads overall, such as LU, volrend, and radixL,
are not greatly aﬀected. Thus, dealing with NUMA eﬀects in wide nodes is an important problem that future SVM
protocol and possibly application design has to address.
B. Remote Data Wait
In contrast to local memory access overheads, remote data wait time is reduced across applications by up to 57%.
Table VI shows the percentage of execution time associated with remote data fetches, and each of the other components
of the protocol overhead. The number of remote fetches are reduced on 16-processor nodes by 19% on average over
4-processor nodes. This leads to an overall reduction in remote fetch times of 15% to 20% for all benchmarks, except
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FFTst
LU
radixL
volrend
waterF

Parallel Speedup
32 Processors
64 Processors
4
8
16
4
8
16
23.8 16.3
5.7 26.6 28.7 12.4
N/A 18.5 N/A 32.9 32.5 N/A
1.9
1.8 N/A
1.0
1.2 N/A
17.8 17.7 16.1 23.1 24.8 17.6
9.2
4.9
1.3 14.5
8.5
2.7

TABLE V
Parallel speedups for 64-processor configurations with varying node widths.

FFTst
LU
radixL
volrend
waterF

Data Time
4
8
16
35.1% 21.1% 17.8%
3.2%
3.2%
N/A
14.7% 13.5%
N/A
2.8%
2.6%
1.8%
28.4% 17.6% 12.2%

Barrier Time
4
8
16
22.4% 28.7% 19.0%
34.8% 35.0%
N/A
32.3% 31.4%
N/A
56.1% 52.8% 62.1%
23.7% 31.6% 44.8%

Lock Time
4
8
16
–
–
–
–
–
–
35.2% 28.2% N/A
–
–
–
1.0%
0.2% 0.0%

mprotect Time
4
8
16
6.6%
9.9% 12.6%
1.4%
0.9%
N/A
10.2%
4.4%
N/A
7.0%
2.3%
1.0%
11.2% 10.7% 11.1%

TABLE VI
Protocol overhead for 64-processor configurations with varying node widths. (Percentages indicate percent of total
execution time.

LU where data wait time is small and accounts only for about 3% of the total execution time.
C. Lock Synchronization
Lock synchronization also beneﬁts from wider nodes, achieving signiﬁcant reductions in overhead at the 8–processor
level, and showing a moderate improvement at the 16-processor level. Local lock acquires and releases are very inexpensive in GeNIMA (equivalent to a few instructions). Wider nodes incur more local than remote acquires. The ratio
of local to remote lock acquires changes from 0.4:1 to 1.7:1 in radixL and from 1.2:1 to 3.0:1 in waterF. All aspects of
lock overhead were improved at the 8-processor level. The lock overhead in radixL was reduced from 35.2% to 28.2% of
the overall execution time when moving from 4- to 8-processor nodes on GeNIMA-O2000. The average time to execute
a local acquire was reduced by 32%, remote acquire time was reduced by 35% and release time was reduced by 50%.
waterF exhibits similar improvements in lock overheads. However, lock time is a very small percentage of execution
time, resulting in negligible impact on overall performance.
D. Barrier Synchronization
In contrast to the gains observed in remote data access and lock synchronization, barrier performance is generally
unchanged at the 8-processor level. This is mainly due to slightly higher intra– and inter–node imbalances in compute
times. At the 16-processor level, barrier performance is dominated by higher imbalances and high mprotect costs, as
explained next.
E. mprotect Costs
On the cluster mprotect calls typically cost between 40–80µs. In contrast, the cost of downgrading a page (e.g., moving
from a read-write to an invalid state in a barrier or unlock) is between 250µs and 1ms in GeNIMA-O2000. The cost
of mprotect on IRIX stems from four diﬀerent sources: (i) broadcasting TLB invalidations to multiple processes in the
same share group; (ii) changing the protection on large portions of the address space, necessitating the modiﬁcation of
multiple page table entries; (iii) changing the protection of a page to a state that diﬀers from its neighbors, resulting
in the breaking of the larger protection region into three smaller ones; and, (iv) locking contention in the kernel while
executing multiple, unrelated processes (in our case, in mprotect code). Although we ensure that (i)–(iii) are minimized
in GeNIMA-O2000, mprotect cost remains high compared to the cluster. This leads us to suspect that (iv) is the reason
for the additional overhead. Figure 3 shows the average cost as a function of the number of processors issuing mprotect
calls1 We see that the overhead for downgrading (invalidating) pages increases with the number of processors. This
1.
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FFTst
LU
radixL
volrend
waterF

Avg.
4
127.8µs
55.4µs
325.8µs
404.2µs
87.1µs

mprotect
8
199.5µs
43.6µs
296.4µs
402.5µs
163.4µs

Cost
16
622.1µs
N/A
N/A
569.4µs
674.9µs

TABLE VII
Average mprotect cost for 64-processor configurations with varying node widths.
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Fig. 4. Breakdown of protocol overhead in FFTst. (4 processors per node.)

aspect however of GeNIMA-O2000, bears further investigation.
F. Summary
Overall, although data wait time and lock synchronization overheads are reduced, compute time imbalances due to the
NUMA node architecture and mprotect cost due to increased TLB invalidation overheads and OS contention in wider
nodes, result in either small application performance improvements with 8-processor nodes, or signiﬁcant performance
degradation with 16-processor nodes. In building future systems with wide, cc-NUMA nodes, SVM protocols and/or
applications need to address issues in intra–node data access patterns and data placement. Moreover, these eﬀects are
important even with the relatively small-scale nodes we examine here. Future clusters could support cc-NUMA nodes
with even wider nodes making these eﬀects more signiﬁcant.
VI. Related Work
The MGS system [28] examined clustering issues for SVM systems and in particular diﬀerent partitioning schemes
on Alewife, a hardware cache-coherent system [1]. Unlike our work, the authors use a TreadMarks-like protocol and
they ﬁnd both synchronization and data movement across nodes to be a problem. The SVM protocol they use is tuned
for traditional clusters with slow interconnection networks (they make use of interrupts and assume high overheads in
communication initiation).
The SoftFLASH system [9] provided a sequentially consistent software shared memory layer on top of 8–processor SMP
nodes. Similarly to our work, they ﬁnd that the cost for page invalidations within each node is an important protocol
overhead. However, they study a sequentially consistent protocol that has been used in hardware DSM systems. Our
work focuses on SVM protocols that have been tuned for SAN clusters.
The authors in [19] take advantage of direct remote access capabilities of system area networks to address communication overheads in software shared memory protocols. This study is simulation-based and the performance characteristics
of the interconnection network correspond to todays’ state-of-the-art SANs. The focus is on protocol-level issues for
extending the Cashmere protocol to clusters of SMPs and interconnection network with direct remote memory access
capabilities. A subset of the features examined in the simulation studies was implemented on an actual cluster [25],
which, however, corresponds more to state of the art clusters that can be built with today’s technology.
Another study examined the all-software home-based HLRC and the original Treadmarks protocols on a 64-processor
Intel Paragon multiprocessor [29]. This study focused on the ability of a communication coprocessor to overlap protocol
processing with useful computation in the two protocols but it also compared the protocols at this large scale. However,
the architectural features and performance parameters of the Paragon system and its operating system are quite diﬀerent
from those of today’s and future clusters. Also, the study used mostly simple kernels with little computational demand,
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Fig. 5. Breakdown of protocol overhead in FFTst, before balancing. (8 and 16 processors per node.)
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Fig. 6. Breakdown of protocol overhead in FFTst, after balancing. (16 processors per node.)

and only two real applications (WaterNsquared and Raytrace).
The authors in [5] examine the eﬀect of communication parameters on shared memory clusters. They use architectural
simulation to investigate the impact of host overhead, bandwidth, network occupancy, and interrupt cost on end-system
performance. However, they only examine systems with SMP nodes. Moreover, due to the infrastructure they use, they
are limited to examining relatively small problem sizes.
Overall, while a lot of progress has been made, the impact of next generation SANs and wider nodes on shared memory
clusters has not been adequately addressed. This work has addressed some of the related issues in this direction.
VII. Discussion
In this paper we examine a set of questions related to building future clusters that support a shared memory abstraction. One of the most important aspects is the use of emulation as opposed to other modeling methods, mainly
simulation and actual implementation, that have been used in the area. The initial motivation for using emulation
was the ability to execute the same SVM protocol that we were using on the actual system and the ability to observe
the eﬀects of the operating system and the microprocessor/node architecture, since these are usually not modeled in
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Fig. 7. Distribution of page faults, by processor, in FFTst before (left) and after (right) balancing. (4 nodes, 16 processors per node.)

simulators used in the area2 . Of course this type of emulation, assume the existence of an expensive hardware cache–
coherent system with certain required features, such as an interconnection network that oﬀers one order of magnitude
better performance than today’s SANs and the ability to change the degree of clustering by changing the number of
processors in each virtual cluster node. In retrospective, the use of system emulation revealed a number of issues that
have been overlooked in simulation studies. Mainly, although data wait time improves signiﬁcantly, other eﬀects limit
overall performance improvements and require further research in protocol design and implementation:
As commodity hardware cache–coherent systems employ more processors (8-way SMPs and even cc-NUMA), the
eﬀects of the operating system and in particular the cost of mprotects is more signiﬁcant than on current clusters that
employ small scale SMP nodes.
Intra–node, protocol synchronization requires a lot more attention when wide nodes are used. So far, simple synchronization schemes such atomic increment operations, etc. have been adequate to implement intra–node synchronization.
With increased contention, however, from multiple processors, there is a need for protocols that minimize intra–node
contention on the memory bus.
Inter–node data transfer methods in SANs become important. In today’s SANs, both programmed I/O [23] and
DMA transfers [8] are used successfully to provide high bandwidth. However, programmed I/O may interfere with local
processor caches and may result in highly imbalanced compute times among processors in the same node. Furthermore,
data placement in wide system nodes, and especially in cc-NUMA nodes, results in high synchronization and compute
time imbalances. Current SVM protocols do not deal with intra–node data placement and will need to be adjusted.
As node architectures in future commodity clusters become more aggressive, intra–node tradeoﬀs change. For instance,
our results reveal a very diﬀerent intra–node behavior in terms of cache misses, pressure to the memory bus, and compute
times among the actual system and the emulated one. This implies that more aggressive node designs in future systems,
although they will beneﬁt overall system performance, they may require redesigning SVM protocols, e.g. to overlap
protocol processing and data transfers in diﬀerent ways.
All these eﬀects result in the observation that although data wait time is reduced signiﬁcantly, to at most 20% of the
total execution time across all applications we examine, the overall performance improvement is less signiﬁcant. Thus,
although using faster networks and wider nodes oﬀers the promise for improved performance in future clusters, today’s
SVM protocols do not seem to be adequate for these systems.
VIII. Conclusions
Recent and current advances in technology will make it possible in the near future to build commodity clusters out
of nodes with more processors than what is available in today’s SMPs. Moreover, SANs continue to approach the
performance of more aggressive interconnection networks used in hardware cache-coherent systems and they will soon
achieve comparable levels of performance by providing bandwidth in the order of 500 MBytes/s and µs–level latencies.
Previous simulation studies [19], [5] have shown that these advancements in technology and in particular novel architectural features, such as remote fetch operations in system area networks, can improve the performance of existing
SVM clusters by supporting new protocols. In this paper we use detailed system emulation to model future clusters and
study their behavior as commodity components, nodes and interconnects, improve in performance. We develop extensive emulation infrastructure using an aggressive hardware cache-coherent system and perform detailed measurements
to investigate the impact of both faster interconnection networks and wider compute nodes on SVM performance. We
ﬁrst port a shared memory protocol that has been optimized for low-latency, high-bandwidth system area networks on a
64–processor Origin 2000. We then provide a number of optimizations that take advantage of the faster interconnection
network.
Our approach eliminates the need for simulation and allows direct execution of the same code used on the SAN cluster
on top of the emulated communication layer. Although system simulation is invaluable in identifying trends, we ﬁnd
that system emulation reveals many issues that can easily be overlooked in simulation studies. Overall, software shared
memory can beneﬁt from faster interconnection networks only if existing SVM protocols are adjusted to the architectural
2 The large number of nodes and the existence of complex SVM protocols makes it prohibitively expensive to include detailed simulation
models of system processors and operating systems.
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features of future commodity components. Our work quantiﬁes these eﬀects and identiﬁes the areas where more research
is required for future SVM clusters.
Our results show that SVM protocols can only partly take advantage of faster communication layers. In the applications we examine, data wait time is typically reduced to less than 15% of the total execution time. Moreover, certain
bandwidth intensive applications that were performing adequately or even poorly on current SAN clusters can achieve
higher speedups; In particular, FFT, after restructuring that takes advantage of the additional system bandwidth,
achieves an impressive 23.6 speedup on 32 processors. Barrier costs do not scale well to the 64–processor level for some
applications for the problem sizes we examine. At the 32–processor scale, barrier overheads are less than 30% of the
execution time, whereas at the 64–processor scale these costs increase to 40%. Finally, lock synchronization costs are
not able to beneﬁt from the faster lock acquire and release times, due to the increased cost of mprotect calls.
Using wide (8– and 16–processor) cc-NUMA nodes has an impact on intra-node synchronization and data placement.
Most importantly, the NUMA features of the nodes result in imbalances and the increased number of processes per
node results in higher mprotect costs. These eﬀects combine to reduce system performance and need to be addressed in
protocol design and implementation. In the absence of these eﬀects, wider nodes oﬀer slight improvements in remote
data wait time and synchronization costs.
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